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Abstract

The healthcare domain suffers from the spread001
of poor quality articles on the Internet. While002
manual efforts exist, they are not sufficient003
to assess the amount of articles in circulation.004
The task can be automated as text classifica-005
tion, however, explanations for the labels are006
necessary for the users. While current explain-007
able systems tackle explanation generation as008
summarization, we propose a new approach009
based on Question-Answering that allows us010
to generate explanations for multiple criteria011
using a single model. We show that this012
QA-based approach is competitive with cur-013
rent state-of-the-art systems and complements014
summarization-based models for explainable015
quality assessment.016

1 Introduction017

The Internet has become an important source of018

medical advice. According to Rutten et al. (2019),019

in 2017, 74.4% of the US population first looked020

for health-related information on the internet, while021

only 13.3% of the population first asked a physician022

or healthcare provider. However, poor quality re-023

porting, including misinformation, cherry-picking,024

exaggerations, etc., is often present online and can025

be a severe threat to public health. Recent events,026

such as the Covid-19 pandemic, demonstrate the027

necessity of developing quality assessment systems028

for healthcare reports to limit these harms. Fortu-029

nately, websites such as HealthNewsReview1 criti-030

cally analyze medical articles to identify poor qual-031

ity reporting and improve the public dialogue about032

healthcare. The manual review of medical news is033

a time-consuming task that would benefit from au-034

tomated systems to scale up to the volumes needed035

in today’s media ecosystem.036

Assessing the quality of news articles has been037

the focus of numerous studies that tackle it as a038

1https://www.healthnewsreview.org

Story #1511
Criterion 1: Does the article adequately discuss the costs of
the intervention?
Answer: Not Satisfactory
Explanation: There was no discussion of cost as there was in
the competing AP story.

Criterion 2: Does the article adequately quantify the benefits
of the treatment/test/product/procedure?
Answer: Satisfactory
Explanation: The story adequately quantified the benefits
seen in the study that led to FDA approval.

Criterion 3: ...

Table 1: Example of an article evaluated by the Health-
NewsReview website Each article is evaluated accord-
ing to 10 criteria (three shown) and explanations are
given to support the answers.

text classification task (Louis and Nenkova, 2013; 039

Chakraborty et al., 2016; Kryscinski et al., 2020). 040

Text classification is well studied, but explanations 041

for the predictions only recently started receiving 042

attention, despite being necessary to convince the 043

readers of such assessments. For instance, Dai et al. 044

(2020) have built on the evaluation work conducted 045

by the HealthNewsReview website (see Table 1) 046

to automate article quality assessment in health- 047

care, but have only focused on articles classifica- 048

tion, without providing explanations. Likewise, 049

Wright and Augenstein (2021) have also studied 050

exaggeration detection in healthcare as classifica- 051

tion, but without explanations. 052

Previous work has formulated textual explana- 053

tion generation for classification as summarization 054

(Atanasova et al., 2020; Kotonya and Toni, 2020). 055

However such approaches suffer from a number of 056

shortcomings when applied to the assessment of an 057

article based on multiple criteria. As they always 058

output the same summary for a given input text, 059

separate models must be trained to generate expla- 060

nations for each classification label and evaluation 061

criterion (e.g. reliability of sources, lack of infor- 062

mation, etc.), as for the example given in Table 1. 063
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Figure 1: Pipeline for explainable quality assessment of articles

This considerably reduces the number of available064

training instances, because gold explanations of065

only one criterion at a time can be used to train066

each model, and it also requires developing and067

maintaining a model per criterion. Summarization-068

based models are also not appropriate to return an069

explanation for a label that is justified by the lack of070

information in the text (see criterion 1 in Table 1).071

In this work, we develop an explainable quality072

assessment system for health news reports, and we073

evaluate it on the FakeHealth corpus (Dai et al.,074

2020). In addition to a classifier that makes the pre-075

dictions, a QA-based model generates explanations076

for them by taking into consideration the defini-077

tion of each evaluation criterion in the form of a078

question (see Table 1). This approach addresses079

the limitations of summarisation-based systems: it080

benefits from a larger training dataset, consisting081

of instances from all criteria and labels at once, can082

better generate explanations regarding the absence083

of information, and requires training and maintain-084

ing a single model for all criteria and labels.085

We compare our approach against a summarization-086

based system inspired from Kotonya and Toni087

(2020). Our results show that both approaches088

are complementary and perform better in different089

cases. More specifically, summarization-based sys-090

tems are more appropriate when relevant informa-091

tion is explicitly given in articles, while QA-based092

systems perform better when relevant information093

is missing. Finally, previous works used automatic094

metrics for evaluation, which are known to be insuf-095

ficient for abstractive text generation (Kryscinski096

et al., 2019). For this reason, we design a human097

evaluation protocol to assess the fluency, consis-098

tency, and factual correctness of the explanations,099

and we show that automatic metrics are not appro-100

priate for this task.101

2 Methodology102

Our approach is depicted in Figure 1: we first clas-103

sify an article according to each criterion and then104

generate an explanation using QA, taking into ac- 105

count the predicted classification label. The pur- 106

pose of the text classification step is to determine 107

whether an article is satisfactory with respect to 108

different evaluation criteria. We consider different 109

options from the literature: logistic regression for 110

its simplicity, BERT-based classification which is 111

commonplace but truncates texts to 512 tokens, and 112

a Longformer-based encoder model (Beltagy et al., 113

2020), which is able to deal with long input texts 114

like those of our study. The latter is pre-trained 115

for a large classification task on a biomedical sum- 116

marization dataset, PubMed2, then fine-tuned on 117

the FakeHealth dataset. In line with Beltagy et al. 118

(2020)’s recommendation, we use a classification 119

objective that places a global attention mask on 120

a [CLS] token. This token aggregates the repre- 121

sentation of the whole text at the beginning of the 122

input text as shown in Table 6 in Appendix C.1. 123

The second stage of the pipeline generates ab- 124

stractive explanations for the previously predicted 125

classes. As the QA approach takes into account 126

the classes and the questions posed by criteria, we 127

only need to train a single model, handling all cri- 128

teria and classes. Influenced by Soni and Roberts 129

(2020), we have chosen to work with a Longformer- 130

based encoder-decoder that we first train on the 131

open-domain dataset SQuAD v2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 132

2018), and then fine-tune on the FakeHealth dataset. 133

For both learning steps, we use a QA-objective that 134

applies a global attention mask on all question to- 135

kens (Beltagy et al., 2020), and we feed our model 136

with the article, the criterion, and the class predic- 137

tion. Table 6 in Appendix C.1 gives an example of 138

the encoding of input texts and shows the global at- 139

tention mask of our model. During training, we use 140

the gold classes of articles to generate explanations, 141

as generating post-hoc explanations for incorrectly 142

predicted labels would not be meaningful. 143

Following recent previous work on explainable fact- 144

checking in healthcare by Kotonya and Toni (2020), 145

2https://deepai.org/dataset/pubmed
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we implement a baseline for the explanation gen-146

eration task, based on summarization. Its summa-147

rization training objective applies a global attention148

mask only on the first token of the article, but it149

does not take into account the criterion definitions150

in its input. Instead, this approach requires training151

independent models for each class within a crite-152

rion, which results in 30 models (10 criteria × 3153

classes) in the case of the FakeHealth dataset.154

3 Human evaluation of explanations155

Unlike previous works that assess generated text156

with automatic metrics, we design a human eval-157

uation that seeks to assess four aspects of expla-158

nations: their fluency, consistency, factual correct-159

ness, and whether they are indicative of the label160

that they are supposed to explain. An explana-161

tion is considered fluent if it sounds natural, and162

consistent if it does not contradict itself, include163

repetitions, or information that is not mentioned in164

the article. The factual correctness criterion looks165

for incorrect facts, contradictions with respect to166

the article, or hallucinations. To finish, generated167

explanations should allow a human judge to infer168

the label explained.169

We conducted two pilot studies in order to assess170

the quality of our guidelines. As reported in Ta-171

ble 2, Pilot 1 brought to light the ambiguity of172

the initial version of the guidelines, while Pilot 2173

reached higher inter-annotator agreement scores.174

This new version of the guidelines is more detailed175

than the first one and provides some examples of176

what is expected. For instance, for all criteria, in-177

stead of asking if an explanation is fluent, the new178

version specifies that explanations should be rated179

as fluent if they sound natural and their structure180

is correct. Thus, the sentence “it’s sunny but it’s181

sunny” should not be considered as fluent, while182

“it’s sunny but it’s not sunny” should be considered183

fluent despite the contradiction, which is judged184

negatively under consistency. The guidelines from185

Pilot 2 that were used in the evaluation in Section 5186

are reported in Appendix B.187

4 Data188

We evaluate our QA approach and summariza-189

tion baseline on the FakeHealth corpus released190

by Dai et al. (2020). This corpus is comprised191

of two datasets, HealthRelease and HealthStory,192

both including health news articles with ratings193

and explanations for 10 criteria (see Table 10 in194

Fluency Factual correctness Guessed class

Pilot 1 -0.12 0.29 0.76

Pilot 2 0.46 0.49 0.58

Table 2: Inter-annotator agreement scores (Cohen
Kappa scores) of the two pilot studies. The consistency
criterion was added after Pilot 2.

Longformer BERT LogReg

Criterion 1 0.67 0.58 0.59
Criterion 2 0.43 0.43 0.40
Criterion 3 0.52 0.52 0.46
Criterion 4 0.40 0.38 0.36
Criterion 5 0.35 0.31 0.37
Criterion 6 0.42 0.40 0.37
Criterion 7 0.35 0.34 0.36
Criterion 8 0.57 0.52 0.49
Criterion 9 0.40 0.39 0.37
Criterion 10 0.45 0.43 0.36

Mean 0.46 0.43 0.41

Table 3: Macro F1-scores of our different classifiers for
each criterion. The last row Mean gives the average
performance of each model across criteria.

Appendix A.1). For each criterion, articles are an- 195

notated with one of three labels, Not Satisfactory, 196

Satisfactory, and Not Applicable, and a textual ex- 197

planation justifies the assigned label, as shown in 198

Table 1. The label distribution across criteria is not 199

uniform, which results in some very small classes, 200

Not Applicable instances being the rarest. For ex- 201

ample, criteria 2, 4, and 6 have at least 65 times 202

more Not Satisfactory instances than Not Applica- 203

ble ones (see Table 5 in Appendix A.2). 204

5 Results 205

5.1 Quality assessment per criterion 206

We assess the performance of our Longformer- 207

based classifiers by comparing their macro F1- 208

scores against those of a BERT-based and a Lo- 209

gistic Regression models. Table 3 shows that our 210

Longformer-based models perform the best due to 211

their ability to encode longer texts. An analysis bro- 212

ken down by criterion also shows that Longformer, 213

like all other models, performs unevenly across cri- 214

teria. This suggests that some criteria are harder 215

to handle, notably, those requiring external knowl- 216

edge or subjective judgment (e.g. criterion 5 asking 217

whether articles commit disease-mongering). 218
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Fluency Consistency Factual correctness Correct class Count
Sum. QA Sum. QA Sum. QA Sum. QA

All classes 74.5 80 72.5 72.5 52.5 52 85 86 -

Not S. 73.2 83.5 67 73.2 42.3 48.5 87.6 89.7 97
S. 79.6 76.3 80.6 73.1 63.4 53.8 86 82.8 93
Not A. 40 80 50 60 50 70 50 80 10

Table 4: Results of the evaluation of the summarization and QA-based systems per class (as percentages).

We also tried to build a single Longformer-based219

model handling all classes at once using a QA-220

approach, but it performed poorly. We suspect that221

its poor results are due to the discrepancy between222

the classification objective of the task to perform223

and the QA objective of the model.224

5.2 Explanation generation225

Table 4 reports the overall performance of both226

summarization and QA-based approaches. These227

results show that the QA-based approach performs228

better than, or as well as, the baseline system. Both229

approaches achieve similar performance in terms230

of consistency and factual correctness, but the QA231

approach produces explanations that are more flu-232

ent and that indicate the correct label more often.233

Tables 7 and 8 in Appendix C.2 provides some234

examples of the generated explanations.235

An analysis per class (Table 4) reveals that the sum-236

marization approach performs better for the Sat-237

isfactory class, while the QA approach performs238

better for the Not Satisfactory and Not Applicable239

classes. This can be explained by the fact that Satis-240

factory articles include the relevant information to241

the criteria and require models to reuse this infor-242

mation to generate explanations, thus resembling243

summarization. On the other hand, for the Not Sat-244

isfactory class, models need to point out missing245

information and this is naturally harder for a sum-246

marization model, but easier for a QA-based one.247

Finally, the Not Applicable class suffers mainly248

from having very few instances for training (see249

Table 5 in Appendix A.2). With a single model,250

the QA approach is able to overcome this issue and251

generate better explanations.252

To achieve the best performance, the previous re-253

sults suggest combining both systems and use the254

summarization-based system for Satisfactory in-255

stances, and the QA-based system for all others.256

With this combination, 81% of explanations are257

fluent, 76% consistent, 57% factually correct, and 258

85% indicate correct labels. 259

5.3 Automatic v. human evaluation 260

To finish, we investigate the correlation between 261

human judgement and automatic metrics used in 262

previous works (Ermakova et al., 2019), includ- 263

ing ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and BLEU (Papineni et al., 264

2002) scores. Table 9 in Appendix B.3 reports the 265

correlation coefficients between all metrics. Using 266

Kendall’s Tau, we find that all these correlations 267

are very low, at most 0.11 with ROUGE scores and 268

0.07 with the BLEU score. This finding was ex- 269

pected as most of the automatic metrics focus on 270

word overlap, which makes it difficult to check the 271

grammatical and syntactic correctness of explana- 272

tions, as well as their factual consistency. This 273

conclusion echoes Kryscinski et al. (2019)’s work 274

on automatic evaluation protocols. As automatic 275

metrics were found to be inappropriate to evaluate 276

explanation generation systems, we only consider 277

human evaluation to assess generated explanations. 278

6 Conclusion and discussion 279

In this work, we propose a new QA-based approach 280

to generate explanations for quality assessment 281

systems. This approach allows us to build a sin- 282

gle model, able to generate explanations for dif- 283

ferent criteria and classes, by taking into account 284

the questions related to criteria. We have shown 285

that the QA-based system is competitive with the 286

summarization-based one, and that they are com- 287

plementary. Notably, the QA-based approach is 288

more appropriate when the relevant information is 289

not explicitly given in articles or for small classes. 290

In addition, we have highlighted that automatic 291

metrics, such as ROUGE, correlate very weakly 292

with human judgment when it comes to evaluating 293

explanation generation models. 294
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A.1 Dataset’s criteria 372

Each article of the FakeHealth dataset is evaluated 373

by at least two experts, according to ten criteria that 374

assess diverse aspects such as “the overclaiming, 375

missing of information, reliability of sources and 376

conflict of interests" (Dai et al., 2020). Among 377

them, eight criteria are common to both sources, 378

while two are specific to HealthRelease and Health- 379

Story. Dai et al. (2020) found zero to a minor posi- 380

tive correlation between the criteria, which justifies 381

the relevance of all of them. These criteria are 382

reported in Table 10 below. 383

A.2 Class distribution 384

Criterion Not S. S. Not A.

1 1431 495 370
2 1505 768 23
3 1413 717 166
4 1445 848 3
5 286 1921 89
6 1135 1147 14
7 1120 1063 113
8 538 1457 301
9 672 1543 81
10 391 1771 134

Table 5: Distribution of articles in each class per crite-
rion. These numbers combine both the HealthRelease
and HealthStory datasets.
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B Human evaluation385

B.1 Definition of the evaluation guidelines386

To design our human evaluation protocol, we con-387

duct two preliminary evaluation tasks. To begin388

with, the first task gathered three annotators who389

evaluated all explanations generated for the same390

six articles (three releases and three stories) with391

the baseline system for explanation generation.392

They were asked to determine if explanations were393

written in fluent English, consistent, factually cor-394

rect, and which classes were suggested by explana-395

tions. This evaluation task combined both intrinsic396

and extrinsic methods to have a complete overview397

of models’ performance, and we assessed to what398

extent annotators agreed on the evaluation task by399

looking at inter-annotator agreement scores com-400

puted with the Cohen Kappa score. It resulted in a401

high disagreement among annotators (see Table 2):402

annotators 1 and 2 even seemed to disagree on the403

fluency criterion. An in-depth exploration of their404

annotations revealed that they never agreed when405

one of them judged that an explanation was not406

fluent. These low inter-annotator agreement scores407

seem therefore to be caused by unclear guidelines.408

For this reason, more detailed guidelines about409

the fluency and factual correctness of explanations410

were defined, and a second evaluation task was in-411

tended to validate them. It gathered two annotators412

who evaluated all explanations generated for the413

same five articles (two releases and three stories)414

with whether the baseline or the QA-based system.415

This second evaluation task achieved a much higher416

inter-annotator agreement reported in Table 2 and417

confirmed the new evaluation guidelines. How-418

ever, the agreement score for the guessed classes419

slightly decreased between the first and second eval-420

uation task. An analysis of annotations highlighted421

that some criteria could be ambiguous. For exam-422

ple, criterion 5 wonders if articles commit disease-423

mongering, and if they do, they should be rated424

as Not Satisfactory because it implies that they are425

less reliable. Consequently, a detailed description426

of each criterion, extracted from HealthNewsRe-427

view’s website, has been given to annotators for the428

last evaluation task to raise all ambiguities.429

B.2 Final guidelines430

Based on the outcome of the two previous evalu-431

ation tasks, annotators were asked to assess four432

elements for each explanation: whether it is writ-433

ten in fluent English, consistent, factually correct, 434

and which class it suggests. They were given the 435

following final guidelines: 436

• Fluency: Is the generated explanation writ- 437

ten in fluent English? An explanation should 438

be considered non-fluent if it does not sound 439

natural or its structure is not correct (e.g. para- 440

graphs title). Words’ case (uppercase or low- 441

ercase) should not be taken into account. For 442

example, "it’s sunny but it’s sunny" should be 443

considered as non-fluent, but "it’s sunny but 444

it’s not sunny" should be considered as fluent. 445

Likewise, "intro: it’s sunny, results: it’s sunny, 446

conclusion: it’s sunny" should be considered 447

as non-fluent (inappropriate structure). 448

• Consistency: Is the generated explanation con- 449

sistent? An explanation should be considered 450

inconsistent if it includes contradiction, rep- 451

etition, extra information. For example, "it’s 452

sunny but it’s sunny" should be considered as 453

consistent, but "it’s sunny but it’s not sunny" 454

should be considered as non-consistent. 455

• Factual correctness: Are the details (numbers, 456

names, facts, etc.) included in the generated 457

explanation correct? Explanations that con- 458

tain incorrect facts, contradictions, or halluci- 459

nations should be evaluated as not satisfactory; 460

but whether the factual details are related to 461

the question or not should not be taken into 462

consideration. 463

• Suggested class: According to the generated 464

explanation, how would you classify the arti- 465

cle? (Not Satisfactory, Satisfactory, Not Appli- 466

cable, Can’t tell) A Can’t tell class has been 467

added if generated explanations do not help 468

classify articles. A description of what was 469

expected for each criterion was given to an- 470

notators to raise all ambiguities. It was taken 471

from the HealthNewsReview’s website from 472

which explanations had been extracted. 473

B.3 Correlation with automatic metrics 474

Table 9 reports the correlation scores between hu- 475

man judgement and automatic metrics used in pre- 476

vious works (Ermakova et al., 2019), including 477

ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and BLEU (Papineni et al., 478

2002) scores. Using Kendall’s Tau, we find that all 479

these correlations are very low, at most 0.11 with 480

ROUGE scores and 0.07 with the BLEU score. 481
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C Model482

C.1 Model’s Attention483

For the Longformer model, Beltagy et al. (2020)484

defines different global attention mask that depends485

on the task we want to complete. For a classifica-486

tion task, the [CLS] token of input texts receives487

a global attention. For a QA task, the global atten-488

tion mask is applied to all question tokens, while489

it is applied to the very first token of input texts490

for a summarization task. Table 6 illustrates these491

different attention masks.492

Question-Answering objective
<s> Does the story adequately discuss the costs of the inter-

vention? </s> Satisfactory </s> Triumph for Drug to
Straighten Clenched Fingers </s> About one in 20 men
is estimated to have Peyronie’s, but figures are not precise
because people with the condition tend not to discuss it
publicly. ... </s>

Summarization objective
<s> Triumph for Drug to Straighten Clenched Fingers
</s> About one in 20 men is estimated to have Peyronie’s,
but figures are not precise because people with the condition
tend not to discuss it publicly. ... </s>

Classification objective
[CLS] Triumph for Drug to Straighten Clenched Fingers
</s> About one in 20 men is estimated to have Peyronie’s,
but figures are not precise because people with the condition
tend not to discuss it publicly. ... </s>

Table 6: Example of the inputs and global attention
masks of the Longformer model for the different train-
ing objectives for HealthStory 1613, Criterion 1. The
global attention is put on the tokens highlighted in grey.

C.2 Example of models’ outputs 493

HealthRelease #528, Criterion 5, Satisfactory
Gold explanation
There is no disease mongering in this release.

Generated explanation – QA-based system
There is no disease mongering in this news release.
Obesity is a serious health issue, and the release
provides some context about the prevalence of
obesity in the US.

Generated explanation – baseline system
There is no disease mongering in the news release.
The release provides some context about the preva-
lence and severity of obesity and its consequences.

Table 7: Examples of explanations generated with our
QA-based and summarization-based baseline systems.

HealthStory #1619, Criterion 1, Satisfactory
Gold explanation
The story notes that a 5.29-ounce tube of the prod-
uct retails for $39.99 at drugstores.

Generated explanation – QA-based system
The story notes that the cream is available at
Sephora.com for $69.99. The story could have
done a better job of comparing the cost of the
cream to other products on the market.

Generated explanation – baseline system
The story states that the cream “takes the redness
out of new stretch marks." That’s good enough for
the story, but it would have been better if the story
would have mentioned the cost.

Table 8: Examples of explanations generated with our
QA-based and summarization-based baseline systems.
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Fluency Consistency Factual correctness Correct class Can’t tell class

ROUGE-1 Precision 0.09 0.04 0.03 0.08 -0.07
ROUGE-1 Recall -0.02 -0.08 -0.05 -0.04 -0.00
ROUGE-1 F1 0.01 -0.05 -0.01 0.00 -0.04
ROUGE-2 Precision 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.09 -0.11
ROUGE-2 Recall 0.04 -0.02 -0.01 0.04 -0.09
ROUGE-2 F1 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.07 -0.11
ROUGE-L Precision 0.10 0.08 0.05 0.09 -0.09
ROUGE-L Recall 0.01 -0.04 -0.03 -0.01 -0.03
ROUGE-L F1 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.06 -0.08
BLEU -0.01 -0.07 -0.04 -0.01 -0.03
Length ratio 0.09 0.08 0.05 0.08 -0.06
Cosine similarity 0.08 -0.01 0.03 0.06 -0.05
Euclidean distance -0.04 0.01 -0.04 -0.02 0.03

Table 9: Correlation between human and automatic evaluation metrics (Kendall Tau correlation coefficient).

Criterion Question

Criterion 1 Does it adequately discuss the costs of the intervention?
Criterion 2 Does it adequately quantify the benefits of the treatment/test/product/procedure?
Criterion 3 Does it adequately explain/quantify the harms of the intervention?
Criterion 4 Does it seem to grasp the quality of the evidence?
Criterion 5 Does it commit disease-mongering?

Criterion 6 Does the story use independent sources and identify conflicts of interest? / Does the
news release identify funding sources & disclose conflicts of interest?

Criterion 7 Does it compare the new approach with existing alternatives?
Criterion 8 Does it establish the availability of the treatment/test/product/procedure?
Criterion 9 Does it establish the true novelty of the approach?

Criterion 10
Does the story appear to rely solely or largely on a news release? / Does the
news release include unjustifiable, sensational language, including in the quotes of
researchers?

Table 10: Datasets’ criteria.
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